Flame Media is a television production and distribution company specialising in high quality factual entertainment, formats and documentary content.

We are involved in the development, finance and co-production of content for the international content market.

We work with producers and buyers from around the world to deliver the best quality content for audiences across platforms.

We currently work with 180 content producers from around the world representing over 4,000 hours of their content.
The Age of Robots: New Generation
6 x 52 min, HD/4K

On the wake of the award winning The Age of Robots, the latest season The Age of Robots: The New Generation is an exciting documentary series dedicated to a new type of machine, where AI, society and emotions play a key role leading to the future of robots. In a journey which will take us from Europe to Asia and the USA, we will meet many new generation robots alongside their creators.

Kepach Productions
The Great White Vanishing Act

1 x 60 min, HD

South Africa’s notorious ‘flying’ Great White sharks have vanished. From hundreds of sightings a year to none. Some think it’s down to the arrival of mutant Killer Whales, who have started savagely killing Great Whites. Others think it’s a more complex mystery.

In this cinematic natural-history documentary, we head out with a crack team of researchers and explorers who are determined to get to the bottom of The Great White Vanishing Act. Using the latest research and technology, we search for the mysterious beasts at depths never ventured before, and travel to witness unusual shark sightings in America and Australia that might help unpack the puzzle of the Great Whites’ disappearance from South Africa.

Flame Productions & Table Mountain Films

Bitter Business Rivals

8 x 60 min, HD

In this dramatic and gripping documentary series, we tell eight incredible stories about how ruthless business rivalries made, defined and destroyed some of the biggest companies in the world.

From historic duals between the likes of Apple Vs Microsoft and Ferrari Vs Lamborghini to the incredible stories behind Puma Vs Adidas, Sega Vs Nintendo and Duracell Vs Energiser, prepare for scandalous skulduggery, riotous entertainment and brilliant business insight as key individuals from each company reveal never-before-told tales from their boardrooms, design studios, advertising agencies and shop floors.

Flame Productions & CJZ

New Zealand from a Train

2 x 45 min, HD

A great train journey through the iconic landscapes of New Zealand. Commencing from the city of Auckland, we travel through the North Island, across Cook Straight down the East Coast of the South Island to the city of Christchurch and over the Southern Alps to the West Coast. From the air and on the ground, we will feature the magnificent scenery of New Zealand and there will be short image lines to scenic points of the North Island, which are not directly on the track. Along the way we stop to record stories about local people, their work, lives and daily challenges.

Making Movies for NDR
Ningaloo: Australia’s Secret Paradise

3 x 60 min / 1 x 60 min, HD

Imagine a place on earth that is pristine. A wonderland of interconnected ecosystems whose survival hangs in the balance as we face the challenges of climate change. Ningaloo: Australia’s Secret Paradise takes us on a magical exploration of Ningaloo, in far North Western Australia at a critical turning point, as this precious world faces its biggest threat.

Artemis Productions for ABC Australia

Wild Coast Salvage

6 – 10 x 60 mins, HD/4K

Wild Coast Salvage follows the ever-changing fortunes of three marine salvage companies as they take on a huge range of salvage, repair, recovery and exploration missions, up and down the length of the iconic Western Australian coast.

Reflecting the scope and diversity of its vast coastline, marine salvage in Western Australia encompasses an enormous variety of work. On Wild Coast Salvage, no two days and no two jobs are the same. With each new mission, come new risks and rewards.

In every episode, high-stakes salvage jobs play out as character driven narratives, with salvage experts unpacking real world engineering challenges in moment-to-moment actuality. We’ll experience each job through the eyes of those who must solve them, or risk going broke - navigating a sea of pressures to feel the thrill of the fix.

Sealight Pictures
Great National Parks
6 x 60 min, HD/4K
They’re home to spectacular landscapes, rare and protected species and cover huge parts of our planet, but National Parks are much more than stunning tourist destinations. These amazing spaces protect ecologies, are at the forefront of scientific development and can hold the answers to saving the world.
In this blue-chip landscape series, we’ll be globetrotting to explore six of the world’s most inspiring, innovative and impressive National Parks. Discovering not only their secrets, and the life within them, but digging deep into the innovations and pioneering work that is being undertaken in these iconic spaces around the world to tackle some of the biggest threats to life on our planet.
Wildflame Productions

Ice Detectives
4 x 60 min, HD/4K
Global warming is bad for the planet but ground-breaking for archaeology. With global temperatures on the rise, mountain ice has begun to thaw at a drastic pace and as a result ancient artefacts long lost between layers of ice and snow are starting to come to the surface. From 5000 year old Otzi the Ice Man found in the Alps to perfectly preserved Viking horseshoes in Norway, thousands of remarkable discoveries are being unearthed from glaciers and ice patches across the world. In this adventure archeology series, our talented team of experts battle brutal climates and inhospitable terrain to uncover our frozen treasures, as our Ice Detectives hunt for hidden history beneath the ice.
Wildflame Productions

Killer Nurse: The Case of Niels Högel
2 x 60 min, HD
Over several years nurse Högel killed more than a hundred patients in two hospitals in Northern Germany. The nurse administered fatal doses of medication to the people in his care to cause cardiac arrest. His motive was to impress his colleagues - by trying to revive the very patients he had attacked. Although he was caught in the act multiple times, his killing went on unhindered. This is the story of how a caring son of a nurse turned into the most prolific serial killer of the post-war era.
Flame Media GmbH, Rachals Film & Back2back Productions

The Moors Murderers
4 x 52 min, HD
The 1960s Moors Murders are Britain’s most notorious crimes. Ian Brady and Myra Hindley horribly murdered five children and buried the bodies on the local moors. The ‘trial of the century’, the mothers’ grief and the decades-long police searches for the victims’ remains fuelled public anguish. Brady and Hindley became icons of evil. From behind bars they manipulated the mothers, the press, the police and British society for fifty years.
This definitive series tells the full fifty-years-long story of The Moors Murders. With an extended interview of the only eye-witness to any of the murders and unprecedented access to Brady’s and Hindley’s never-before-seen prison correspondence, this is compelling and chilling viewing.
MAP TV
In Production

**Brave New Wilderness: Kakapo**

1 x 52 min, HD

The remarkable success story behind rescuing two of New Zealand’s species from extinction and establishing a brave new wilderness for them to call home.

The Kākāpō, the world’s rarest parrot, and the Takahē, a giant mountain swamp-hen, once widespread in New Zealand, are now absent from almost all their former range, wiped out by land-use change and introduced predators like stoats, rats and cats.

For half a century scientist, conservationists, veterinarians & pioneers in the field of conservation have battled to save the birds from extinction. It’s been a rollercoaster ride of successes and failures but today the bird’s population are increasing. This growth means that today the recovery teams can turn their attention to an even bigger goal, creating a Brave New Wilderness and returning these species to the landscapes they once called home.

Through interviews with conservationists, scientists and vets we learn why New Zealand’s native species struggle on the mainland and experience the wonders of a predator-free landscape. The audience will learn what’s needed to save New Zealand’s native species.

Making Movies
Cave Hunters

3 x 60 min HD/4K

*Cave Hunters* follows extreme speleologist Kieran McKay as he leads a series of expeditions to explore ancient cave systems, discover new life forms and gain insights into the extraordinary geology of New Zealand. CGI will bring to life the remains of long extinct species hidden from the world and explain how rarely seen and undiscovered life forms exist in the blackness deep beneath the surface.

*Making Movies & GebrüederBeetz for ZDF, ARTE & Discovery Brazil*

*Delivery mid-2021*

---

Dr James and His Bizarre Beasts

6 x 60 min, HD

*Dr James and His Bizarre Beasts* follows an engaging and passionate young Australian vet who runs a specialist exotic and native Australian animal veterinary practice.

Each week 28 year-old Dr James Haberfield treats a menagerie of between 100 and 150 animals that includes lizards, snakes, skunks and cockatoos. And this being Australia, James regularly treats some of the most dangerous creatures in the world.

The series follows the daily drama of the lives of James, his staff and the pets’ owners and records the tragedies and triumphs of one of the most unusual animal veterinary practices in Australia.

*Metamorflix for Channel 9 Australia*

*Delivery May 2021*
**Human Footprints**

12 x 25 min/ 6 x 50min, HD

Mankind has left impressive gigantic marks on the face of the earth: huge technological achievements in form of sky high constructions, artificial areas and mega machines.

This documentary series is set to find, explore and explain the greatest of these human footprints. Breath-taking new satellite footage even shows footprints, which move over time, like mines. We meet the people, who proudly reshape our planet.

Flame Media GmbH & Producers Room for WELT

---

**Super Volcano**

1 x 90 min/ 2 x 60 min, HD/4K

Hidden seven miles below Yellowstone, America’s most famous National Park, lies an unseen terror, a time-bomb bigger than 1,000 Hiroshima bombs – the Super Volcano. A natural fiery monster building up to its next eruption, when it blows it will be a modern Pompeii and the biggest natural disaster ever to hit the modern world. This super volcano is a danger waiting to explode, and it’s not the only one on the planet. As NASA tries to beat this natural killer, our BAFTA-winning team of blue-chip documentary makers will bring a new understanding to the world’s biggest threat.

With exclusive access to world experts this epic science documentary will explore the global phenomenon of the super volcano, discovering the impact they had on the past and researching the ever-increasing threat that the super volcano poses.

Wildflame for Discovery USA & Channel 5
The forbidding extremes of the vast Australian interior challenge the cast of Outback Truckers as this unique series returns for an exciting 8th season.

From extreme heat to deadly bushfires to life threatening breakdowns in the back of beyond, the series captures the real life dramas of truckers as they race deadlines and the elements to deliver on time.

Buckle up and get ready to battle the dirt roads, downpours and dramas of Outback Truckers.

Prospero Productions for Discovery Channel/ 2013 - 2020
**NEW TITLES**

**Saving Britain's Worst Zoo**

3 x 40 min, HD

When the animal-loving Tweedy family bought a zoo in West Wales, all their dreams had come true. Borth Wild Animal Kingdom came with over 300 animals including lions, monkeys, snakes and a leopard. With plenty of enthusiasm but no experience, Dean and Tracey Tweedy were about to become real-life Durrells. But when a lynx escaped the dream life quickly descended into a never-ending nightmare of court actions, death threats and spiralling debts. Shot with incredible access as everything unfolded, this spellbinding and emotional series tells the real behind-the-scenes story of an event that made international headlines.

Wales & Co for BBC One/ 2019

---

**The Space Between**

4 x 45 min, HD

A series following actress Bianca Biasi on her journey to confront and seek out explanations for paranormal events at one of Australia’s most haunted locations, The Quarantine Station at Manly on Sydney’s northern beaches. Bianca and a team of investigators try to interpret the regular and terrifying events that are an echo of the long and disturbing history of the site.

Morning Starr Productions/ 2020
**Drag Heals**

**Series 2: 11 x 30 min, HD**

Also available:
- **5 x 30 min, HD**

FORMAT AVAILABLE

Drag Heals is a documentary series that follows men who have never worn heels or make-up but have always dreamed of letting their inner drag queen out!

The new series follows eight drag artists over an intensive ten day workshop to build their own show. In each workshop, a guest coach joins stage director Tracey Erin Smith in exploring soul-deep story sharing techniques as well as the unique talents and skills required from a drag performer.

Over the course of the intensive workshops and story crafting, the participants dive deep into their personal lives to unearth lessons learned and bring them back to the audience as a gift. The resulting stories are emotional and cathartic, both for the drag artists and the audience who share in the experience.

Border2Border Entertainment for OUT TV/ 2018 - 2020

---

**Cat Hospital**

**6 x 30 min, HD**

This six-part observational series reveals the cute, cuddly and dramatic daily life at Ireland’s first veterinary hospital catering exclusively to cats! We go behind the scenes at the Cork Cat Hospital – meet the cats and watch their cases unfold, from grooming and neutering to house calls and life and death medical emergencies. We watch cat expert Clare Meade and her team of dedicated professionals at work caring for their feline clientele.

Cornelia Street Productions for RTE Ireland/ 2019

---

**Eyes for the Job**

**Series 1: 13 x 30 min, HD**

**Series 2: 13 x 30 min, HD**

**Series 3: 13 x 30 min, HD**

Hosted by do-it-yourself enthusiasts Chris Judge and Alex Haider, *Eyes for the Job* shares DIY projects and home renovations with an accessibility twist. Chris Judge is a blind builder and there’s nothing that he loves more than getting into a workshop and building something. Tune in as they challenge themselves to learn new skills while lending a hand in the community.

Clerisy Entertainment for AMI Canada/ 2017 – 2019

---

**Family Rules**

**Series 1: 6 x 26 min, HD**

**Series 2: 6 x 26 min, HD**

**Series 3: 6 x 26 min, HD**

Landmark observational documentary series *Family Rules*, which follows Noongar mother, Daniella and her daughters, is returning. As well as celebrating the arrival of a new baby and Daniella’s 50th birthday, members of the Rule family have been making some important life decisions.

Metamorflix for NITV/ 2017 – 2020
He’s Fit
Series 1: 12 x 30 min, HD
Series 2: 10 x 30 min, HD
Who’s the fittest of them all? Celebrity trainer Craig Ramsay hosts a show full of shirtless fitness, muscle exploitation and solid information!
Power Media for OUT TV/2019

Hey Qween!
Series 5: 25 x 4.4 min, HD
Series 6: 24 x 4.4 min + Beach House Special 6 x 4.4 min, HD
Series 7: 12 x 4.4 min + Season Pride Special 6 x 4.4 min, HD
Comedian Jonny McGovern hosts Hey Qween! the gayest talk show of all time! Jonny and his sidekick, drag diva Lady Red Couture, riff about current hot topics and interview amazing guests. Some fabulous guests include: RuPaul, Alaska, Katya & Trixie Mattel, Bob The Drag Queen, Dita Von Teese, Jinkx Monsoon, Michelle Visage, Raven, Sharon Needles, Raja, Nina Bo’nina Brown and more!
Power Media for OUT TV/2017 – 2019

Look at Huh
Series 3: 25 x 22 min, HD
Series 4: 24 x 22 min + Beach House Special 6 x 22 min, HD
Series 5: 12 x 22 min, HD + Pride Special 6 x 22 min, HD
Look at Huh is the Hey Qween’s spin off sister show... the juiciest talk show of all time where celebrity guests spill the T on their celebrity friends and their celebrity feuds, and reveal secrets they never thought they’d share!
Power Media for OUT TV/2019

Jade Fever
Season 1 – 12 x 30, HD
Season 2 – 16 x 30, HD
Season 3 – 12 x 30, HD
Season 4 – 14 x 30, HD
Season 5 – 14 x 30, HD
Jade Fever is a docu-series about the Bunce family that owns a large jade mining claim in remote Jade City, BC. The Bunces employ most of the people in town. If they strike it rich—everyone wins; if they fail—a whole town falls flat on its face. With the demand for jade sky-rocketing in China, Claudia and Robin Bunce are in for a wild ride. A single jade boulder can be worth millions, but finding it pushes everyone to the limit. With tensions on site, a short mining season and their investors breathing down their throats, can the Bunces strike jade and keep their town afloat?
Omnifilm Entertainment for Discovery Canada/2015 – 2019
Available for MENA & Transport rights only
Outback Opal Hunters
Series 1: 8 x 45 min, HD
Series 2: 13 x 45 min, HD
Series 3: 20 x 45 min, HD
The Australian Outback’s wildest treasure hunters return with new teams and new machines to face even bigger challenges as they push their bodies, bank accounts and will power to the limit on a quest to strike it rich hunting a treasure worth over 500 times more than gold: Opal. A single piece can be worth millions of dollars and 90% of the world’s entire supply lies hidden beneath the searing Australian Outback. A lucky miner could become a millionaire overnight.
Prospero Productions for Discovery Channel/ 2018 – 2020

Only in Australia
8 x 60 min, HD
Only in Australia is an action-packed and often irreverent adventure series, following four young Australians as they criss-cross the world’s only island continent to discover the precious, proud and truly out of the ordinary. Delving into the past, present and future, each of the astonishing eight episodes explores a part of the Australian experience that defines and unites its people.
Prospero Productions for NGC Network Australia/ 2019

Only Foals and Horses
4 x 30 min, HD
Friends and horse vets Lisa Durham and Philippa Hughes are passionate about caring for their four-legged clients. From their clinic in Wales, they head up an all-female team tackling all kinds of medical dilemmas around the clock and in all weathers. In this brand-new series, we follow a year in the lives of the vets as they cover 3,500 square miles of mid and south west Wales treating horses valued between £1 and £1 million. Different seasons bring different challenges from foaling in spring to an equine flu outbreak in the summer.
Boom Cymru, Carlam and Hay Productions for BBC Wales/ 2019

Psychic Kelley
13 x 52 min, HD
Psychic Kelley is a docu-series following beloved Psychic Medium, Kelley Muise, as she uses her innate paranormal gifts to change the world while finding balance living a quirky backcountry lifestyle. Kelley transforms lives EVERY. SINGLE. DAY. Whether it’s confronting issues with a lost loved one or ridding a home of an evil entity Kelley lights the way.
Clerisy Entertainment for Eastlink Canada/ 2019
Rare Breed
Available in HD:
Series 1: 12 x 30 min
Series 2: 12 x 30 min
Series 3: 12 x 30 min
Series 4: 12 x 30 min
Series 5: 12 x 30 min
Series 6: 12 x 30 min
Series 7: 12 x 30 min
Series 8: 12 x 30 min

Rare Breed is a unique series that follows Northern Irish farming families across a whole year. Working hand-in-hand with nature and the weather we see how young and old share in the seasonal rhythm which brings food from the soil to the kitchen table.

Crawford McCann for UTV/ TV3 (Virgin Media)/ 2012 – 2019

Scrap Kings
Series 1: 8 x 50 min, HD
Series 2: 20 x 50 min, HD

Scrap Kings celebrates the real life hands on heroes demolishing and scrapping Britain’s redundant buildings, bridges, boats, planes and giant vehicles. As the natural resources of the earth are exploited towards scarcity, in the world of demolition, scrap and recycling, critical raw materials are extracted and reworked. Rubble is crushed into new aggregates, old wood into biomass fuel and scrap metals melted down to be made into new parts or machines.

Back2back for Quest UK and ProSieben/ 2016 – 2020

Start Me Up
Series 1: 6 x 30 min, HD
Series 2: 6 x 30 min, HD

MOD and Martin are back, attempting to breathe life into some overlooked, forgotten or abandoned classic cars hidden around the countryside - with a little help from MOD’s mates and some car-crazy locals. But can they get these fascinating automotive relics fired up after years of neglect?

SMU Media for TVNZ/ 2018 - 2019
Neighbourhood Blues follows the work of ground-breaking special Neighbourhood Policing teams across the UK as they combat anti-social behaviour and confront the problems of troubled communities. Presented by Rav Wilding the shows build up a picture of how officers deal with the crimes that affect us all and showcases the often-unsung work of Britain’s local neighbourhood teams.

Rawcut TV for BBC One/ 2020 – 2021
**RETURNING SERIES**

**Taken**
Series 4: 13 x 30 min, HD  
Also available:  
Series 1: 13 x 30 min, HD  
Series 2: 13 x 30 min, HD  
Series 3: 13 x 30 min, HD  

Taken confronts, head-on, the clues that link the stories of over 1000 woman and girls whom have gone missing or been murdered in Canada. The documentary series focuses on open cases with hopes of generating tips from viewers to solve these mysteries. Audiences are introduced to women as individuals, as their chilling, heart-breaking stories are told by law enforcement, community leaders and the loved ones they’ve left behind.  

Eagle Vision for APTN and CBC Canada/ 2016 – 2019

**For Love or Money**
5 x 45 min/ 4 x 30 min, HD  

For Love or Money forensically unpicks a rapidly growing and highly emotional type of fraud: online romance scams. Offering a mix of consumer and crime, with an emotional heart and engaging central narrative, each episode will unravel the truth behind one main case. Presenters Kym March and Ashley John-Baptiste lead a gripping search for the truth.  

BBC Studios for BBC/ 2019
A family physician on the Canadian prairies yearns for adventure and takes her practice on the road. Dr. Samantha Henley knows that many people outside the city do not have easy access to healthcare. Because of this, some in remote and rural areas do not seek help for their chronic illness. When left untreated, these chronic problems can lead to serious or life threatening conditions. Dr. Henley makes the decision to leave her comfortable successful city practice and packs her bags and equipment into a mobile home so she can bring much needed medical help to the Saskatchewan wild.
Coronavirus, The Conspiracy Theories

1 x 60 min, HD

Ever since coronavirus sent the world into global shutdown many people have doubted the official narrative. Nothing of such significance can be easily accepted by everyone and often many people are so confounded by the circumstances of such historic events that they become trapped in a vortex of riddles, mysteries and unanswered questions.

Entertain Me Productions/ 2020

Coronavirus, The Invisible Killer

1 x 60 min, HD

The world has come to a screeching halt. This is a pandemic. This is COVID-19. In just a few short months this silent and deadly virus has caught almost every country on the planet in its grip. But where did it come from? How did it spread so quickly? And what can you do to protect yourself against this invisible killer.

Entertain Me Productions/ 2020
Flight for Life
7 x 30 min/ 3 x 60 min, HD
Each year, British hospitals treat patients from all over the world for specialist and life saving treatment. In this first series, Flight for Life follows seven patients who fly from Gibraltar to the UK. Urgent treatment covers operations such as organ transplants, eye surgery and cancer. It’s a vital lifeline that patients from small British Protectorates such as Gibraltar, so desperately need. Flight for Life follows the intimate stories of the patients making the urgent medical dash to Britain.

Screen Story/ 2019

Unbreakable
7 x 44 min, HD
In this new series we follow a group of remarkable individuals with disabilities as they pursue their life goals. Finding a job, falling in love, pop stardom and even catwalk modelling. Their ambitions are huge, and the obstacles even larger. Unbreakable features a cast of twelve characters as they shoot for the moon.

Over the course of a year we follow the highs and the lows of our ambitious stars as they embark on a search for their destiny. Can they tick off their bucket lists, one dream at a time? This series will show how the secret to success lies in never, ever, giving up.

Storymaker Ltd for TVNZ/ 2020
How Not to Get Cancer
4 x 45 min, HD
Practicing for over 20 years and operating primarily on cancer patients, Dr Babor sees the suffering cancer causes. How Not to Get Cancer follows him on the fascinating quest to discover what prevention really looks like in the modern world. Just a few simple changes can help pave the way to a longer, healthier life – and by identifying the key factors we have more power to beat cancer than we think.

Storymaker for TVNZ/ 2019

A Peace of Nourishment
1 x 55 min, HD
A series that strives to heal, educate and empower, as it ventures deep inside the psychology and emotion of eating disorder recovery. After suffering with an eating disorder for more than 20 years, Kylie van der Veer shares intimate details on her fight for recovery, documented by her partner Annie over the last 3.5 years.

Mickey Finn Films for ABC Australia/ 2018
New Zealand owes its existence to a fiery past. Volcanoes lifted islands out of the sea and generated rivers from their slopes. But the past isn’t dead. From a lava tube hidden under suburban sprawl to lost wonders of the world, alien lifeforms, and a city built above a ticking time bomb, it’s presenting a dire warning that history will soon be repeating itself.

Journeying into some of New Zealand’s most remote and stunning locales, Volcanic New Zealand follows researchers and adventurers working at the bleeding edge of science.

Making Movies & Gebrüder Beetz for ZDF & ARTE/ 2018
Dino Trails

Series 1: 5 x 12 min/ 1 x 54 min, HD/4K
Series 2: 5 x 15 min, HD/4K

The Dino Trails series reveals the latest dinosaur discoveries in Canada that are making headlines around the world and explains why these locations are famous.

The returning series continue to explore unknown bone beds and up-and-coming palaeontologists who are leading research and advancing palaeontology in Alberta and British Columbia. The series also introduces new fossil hunters.

Brandy Y Productions Inc/ 2017 -2019

Our Infinite Universe: Is There Other Life?

1 x 44 min, HD

Our Infinite Universe explores one of the most significant unanswered questions of our time ‘Does infinity exist?’ and if so, what are the implications of an infinite universe. Conversations with leading thinkers from multiple disciplines reveal the latest in scientific research, in this visually stunning documentary film.

Flickapolitan Pty Ltd/ 2019
In a distant corner of a far-away land lives a remarkable animal, the Eastern Quoll; a rare and wonderful marsupial. Already extinct on the Australian mainland, their numbers are declining on the island state of Tasmania, their last refuge. Invasive predators, a changing climate and human encroachment threaten their numbers. Soon these animals could be lost for ever. But could humans also help them survive? Simon Plowright, a naturalist and filmmaker, spends a year on an abandoned farm in a hidden valley looking into their world and uncovering their secrets. This is a true story about a family of quolls and one man’s extraordinary devotion to save an endangered species from extinction.

Wild Creatures Films and Smith&Nasht for ABC Australia, Smithsonian Channel, ZDF/ ARTE & NHK/ 2020
NEW TITLE

Iberia’s Woodlands

2 x 60 min, UHD

Shot across an entire year in the Mediterranean forests of Spain and Portugal, this blue-chip natural history series reveals the challenges faced by the astounding and rare creatures that make this unique environment their home. Competition here is fierce and survival means overcoming constant challenges.

Paleartic Films & Azor Producciones

RETURNING TITLE

Striking Balance

Series 2: 9 x 50 min, HD/4K
Also available:
Series 1: 8 x 50 min, HD/4K

In this new season Striking Balance explores nine of Canada’s breath-taking UNESCO biosphere reserves. Narrated by Blue Rodeo’s Jim Cuddy, each 50 minute episode visits a different biosphere to investigate how residents are overcoming the challenges that are threatening the sustainability of these amazing places. But the truly inspiring tales are the ones that prove it’s possible to go beyond sustainability, to restore the lands, waters and biodiversity of these magnificent places, without excluding one of their most important native species – humans. Striking Balance will challenge what you think you know about the natural world, and our place in it.

Striking Balance Inc for TVO & Knowledge Network Canada/ 2016 - 2020
Fascinating New Zealand

1 x 90 min / 2 x 52 min, HD

This documentary draws the viewer on a fascinating journey into the breath-taking origins and incredible present of New Zealand, exploring the islands by land, by sea and from the air and discovering the astonishing diversity of this natural paradise. On our journey through the country, we travel to places that are particular to New Zealand, getting to know the native plants and animals. We encounter places that still tell the story of how New Zealand originated: rugged fjords, bizarre high mountain peaks, steaming volcanic landscapes and spectacular cave systems.

Gebrüder Beetz Filmproduktion for ARTE & ZDF/ 2020

Off the Beaten Track with Kate Humble

Series 1: 4 x 30 min, HD
Series 2: 4 x 30 min, HD

Off the Beaten Track showcases Wales, no holds barred. Viewers are treated to an intimate portrait of the lives of the people living in the most remote and rural areas of the country; showing how they live, thrive and survive in the ever changing landscape of this modern world; encapsulated by the beautiful backdrop of stunning vistas and, of course, the glorious Welsh weather.

Talu Pictures for BBC Wales and BBC 2/ 2017 - 2019

Operation Sharklift

1 x 45 min, HD

In the busy harbour of Noumea in New Caledonia, a tropical paradise is under threat from an influx of huge, hand-fed Bull Sharks. New Caledonian scientist, Dr Laurent Vigliola, recruits Australian shark scientist, Dr Will Robbins, to test a world-first plan. Together they catch, crane-lift, and relocate several Bull Sharks to a pristine coral reef in hopes they will adapt to their new home away from people, and learn to feed in the wild.

Sealight for Nat Geo/ 2019
Wild Bear Rescue
24 x 30 min, HD

Wild Bear Rescue is a docu-series following a round-the-clock mission of the Langen family in Northern BC, which operates Northern Lights Wildlife Shelter—the only one in the world licensed to raise and release grizzlies.

Bristling with drama, comedy and irresistible cuteness Wild Bear Rescue tracks endearing bear cubs' dramatic rescues and their growth into yearlings.

Omnifilm Entertainment for Animal Planet/ 2016 – 2019
Available for MENA & Transport rights only

Predator Bloodlines
5 x 52 min, HD

With the camera lens having captured six extraordinary animals and their families’ lives daily for three years, the series allows viewers to witness personalities that defy expectation, to see determination without equal, and to watch these characters navigate the extreme tribulations of life in the wild where bloodlines are everything and they strive at all costs to conquer the ultimate prize: survival for themselves and their kin.

Wild Earth TV/ 2019

Work on the Wild Side
20 x 60 min/ 10 x 30 min HD

Work on the Wild Side follows vets, veterinary nurses and long term volunteers who have given up their day jobs and moved to South Africa to rescue, rehabilitate and help save the lives of some of the extraordinary animals that live there. The series tells their stories and those of the animals in their care.

Waddell Media for Channel 4/ 2020
slow TV

**NEW**

**Go South**
1 x 12 hours and 1 x 3 hours, *HD/4K*

Travel overland across the length of New Zealand from the slow lane. From rail, road, and water, Go South explores the diverse history and stunning landscapes of the otherworldly islands we call home all in one epic, mesmerizing journey.

Greenstone TV for Prime TV New Zealand/ 2020

**Go Further South**
1 x 12 hours and 1 x 3 hours, *HD*

Go Further South picks up where Go South left off . . . a 12 hour long hop through the Sub Antarctic islands and along the Ross Sea coast, going as far south as possible: Scott Base, Antarctica. This time we’re on board with Christchurch based Heritage Expeditions.

Greenstone TV for Prime TV New Zealand/ 2020
The Kimberley Cruise
1 x 3 hr/ 1 x 14 hr, HD

The Kimberley Cruise takes slow TV enthusiasts across the 1001 nautical miles of rugged coastline between Broome and Darwin, following the route of Muslim traders, Japanese pearlers, European explorers, pirates and refugees.

Travelling on the Coral Discoverer, viewers are treated to a visually spectacular feast of one of Australia’s best known – and least travelled – coastlines captured by a myriad of cameras, including majestic drone shots revealing the sheer scale of the region, the grandeur of the ocean and the bounty of Mother Nature.

Mint Pictures for SBS Australia/ 2018

---

Inside the Chocolate Factory
1 x 3 hour, HD – slow TV

This three-hour slow TV documentary explores the popular chocolate company, Cadbury. The programme takes a ‘paddock-to-plate’ approach by following the chocolates’ journey from the raw ingredients to the factory floor, where the audience is immersed and mesmerised in the melting, rolling, drying, shaping and wrapping that goes into making Easter eggs and bunnies.

Mint Pictures for SBS Australia/ 2020
The incredible journey of Taylor Swift all began with a girl, a guitar and a dream. Taylor Swift is a ten time Grammy winner, and the youngest recipient in history of the music industry’s highest honour, the Grammy Award for Album of the Year. She is the only artist in history to have an album hit the 1 million first week sales figure three times. She’s a household name whose insanely catchy yet deeply personal self-penned songs transcend music genres, and a savvy businesswoman who has built a childhood dream into an empire.
On 8th January 2020 The Duke and Duchess of Sussex made a shocking announcement that sent ripples around the world; they were leaving the Royal Family. To many this sudden headline came as an overwhelming surprise – but to a lot of devoted royal watchers the signs have been there for a long time.

Meghan Markle has now become very much part of the most famous family in the world, but this strong and powerful woman is not stopping there. From the surprise engagement to the fairytale wedding, to starting a family and beyond, Duchess Meghan has been unstoppable. With Prince Harry by her side the pair have endured their fair share of adoration and turmoil. This is Meghan’s incredible journey as she redefines everything it means to be a royal.

Kanye West is one of the most recognisable rappers of the 21st Century, transforming the sound of music through his production style and passionate lyrics. However, controversial statements would be a constant factor in his career, affecting his life and causing uproar around the pop culture world. The past decade of his career has been turbulent, but he maintains his status as one of the greatest rappers of his generation.

Never shy of a controversy, Kim Kardashian West and her famous family have earned millions showcasing their lives for the world to see. Iconic for her looks and trend setting style, Kim is always making headlines. Whether it’s rumours of plastic surgery or complimenting her figure in a body hugging outfit, Kim will always be the superstar at the top of celebrity news, with her famous family not far behind.

Kylie Jenner is the billion dollar baby sister of the Kardashian Jenner family and social media royalty. Kylie has set records and broken the beauty industry with her ever growing ‘Kylie Cosmetics’ empire. Whether she’s promoting her next business venture, or hiding a pregnancy for nine months, she keeps her audience guessing, never losing favour with her fans.
**Most Shocking Celebrity Deaths of all Time**

1 x 60 min, **HD**

Life in the spotlight is the stuff of dreams. But dreams can turn to nightmares faster than anyone can possibly imagine. This documentary looks at ten giants of the music industry, from Elvis to Lennon, that were taken from us. Some sudden, some unexpected and some shrouded in mystery.

Entertain Me Productions/ 2019

---

**The Kardashians: Reality Royalty**

1 x 60 min, **HD**

Rising to success in 2007, the Kardashian family are still in the spotlight over a decade later, appealing to an audience of all ages. Filming their lives day in and day out, we’ve seen everything from childbirths to proposals, through tears and laughter. They are the royal family of reality TV.

Entertain Me Productions/ 2020
Britney Spears: Breaking Point
1 x 60 min, HD

The fragile connection between superstardom and mental health is uncovered as we witness a devastating 14 month period in the life of pop princess Britney Spears: from the head shaving to the tattoos, and from the divorce to rehab. With contributions from world renowned psychologists and paparazzi who covered the story, we reveal what pushed Britney Spears to her Breaking Point.

Waddell Media for Channel 5/ 2019

The Obamas Believe
1 x 57 min, HD

The story of the Obamas is the story of the American dream. A story of dedication, perseverance and patriotism. Together they faced the impossible and conquered it each and every time. Follow the incredible journey of a little known senator from Illinois and his humble family as they built a political powerhouse of outward looking optimism that would capture hearts and inspire millions of people across the United States and beyond.

Entertain Me Productions/ 2019
Chef Antonio’s Recipes for Revolution
1 x 80 min, HD

Chef Antonio de Benedetto is on a quest to change the world with his delicious Italian food. His apprentices are Mirko Piras, a young man born with Down Syndrome who dreams of becoming a great chef ‘just like Antonio’ and Jessica Berta, an ambitious waitress who's also set her sights on a career among the pots and pans. Their tiny kitchen is the beating heart of a revolutionary restaurant and hotel.

Both are staffed by young people living with Down Syndrome who come from across Italy to train and work in hospitality. Chef Antonio’s Recipes for Revolution is a journey through their lives, loves, dreams and dramas.

Yarra Bank Films/ 2019

Documentary
NEW TITLES

**Birdsville**

1 x 51 min, **HD**

*Birdsville* tells the colourful story of this iconic Outback town in Queensland that’s best known for the annual Birdsville Races and The Big Red Bush, billed as the world’s most remote music festival. With only 100 people living on the border of three states and two deserts, it is invaded twice a year by up to 10,000 partygoers who transform this quiet outpost into a riot of colour. The documentary also captures what happens when the tourists are gone, the mercury hits 49.5 Celsius and the army of flies occupy this remote town. With three of the main businesses up for sale this may be a tumultuous year for this bucket-list destination.

Mint Pictures for SBS Australia/ 2020

---

**Bowled Over**

1 x 51 min, **HD**

*Bowled Over* centres on a troupe of drag performers, Taboo, who have found an unlikely following in the working-class, regional town of Ipswich, Queensland. They may have kept a local lawn bowls club financially afloat for the past nine years with their packed-out live shows, but with the impending retirement of Taboo’s ‘biggest wig’ after the show’s 10th anniversary, the club’s future is again being plunged into uncertainty. The (drag) race is on to find a successor.

Flickchicks for SBS Australia
Dogsville
1 x 52 min and 1 x 84 min, HD/4K

Dogsville is a tale of love and passion set in the world of dog sports. The unsung hero is a fiery ball of energy called Crocodile Crunch. The mutt, found abandoned at a horse auction, lacks the lines of pedigree treasured by her rivals. Nonetheless she has risen to the top in the agility world. Along her teammates, Radical Rabbit and Posh Piranha, she competes against the best purebred dogs in the world.

And while the dogs are innocent and just want to run, the same cannot be said about their humans. They have come to win and will do anything to do so. Alliances are formed and just as routinely betrayed. Rising above the backstabbing, snitching, complaining and treachery, Crocodile Crunch is determined to prove that talent and heart can defeat bloodlines and privilege.

Productions Inc./ 2020

Gareth Thomas: HIV and Me
1 x 60 min / HD

Rugby legend Gareth Thomas has been hiding a very dark secret: he’s living with HIV. In an emotional and hard-hitting documentary Gareth reveals how he seriously contemplated taking his own life, but is now seeking to come to terms with his condition. With the help of family, friends, medical experts and others with HIV, he sets about tackling the stigmas, myths and misunderstandings surrounding the condition. All the while he is preparing to defy the negative image of someone with HIV by training to take part in the world’s toughest Ironman.

Wales & Co for BBC One/ 2019
Hayley Goes
6 x 24 min, HD
Loveable and outspoken Millennial Hayley Pearce puts to the test the lifestyle choices that affect her generation today, challenging her to change the way she lives and thinks. Each programme is tackled with her trademark style - no filter, lots of laughs and a few surprises as she tries to figure it all out. She'll attempt to give up sex, strive to find happiness, try to get to grips with gender identity and will even have a go at getting posh. But will she succeed?

Little Bird Films for BBC/ 2020

The Kiwi, The Knight and the Qashqai
1 x 60 min, HD
The Kiwi, The Knight and the Qashqai follows New Zealand's only independent rug repairer Anna Williams on her seventh journey to Iran where she renews old friendships among the nomadic Qashqai people, and stocks up on rare yarns and dyes. Along the way, they meet with renowned British documentarian David Attenborough who first brought focus to the cultural traditions of the Qashqai in a 1975 documentary.

Top Shelf Productions for Choice TV/ 2019

Rhod Gilbert: Stand Up to Shyness
1 x 60 min, HD
Comedian Rhod Gilbert is painfully shy, yet he can stand up in front of 20,000 people to make them laugh. He admits to having skipped school, slept rough and even locked himself in a portable toilet for an entire weekend to avoid meeting new people. In Stand Up to Shyness Rhod Gilbert explores the roots of his social anxiety, revisits his childhood and enlists the help of experts and three fellow 'shysters' to put himself through the ultimate test.

Wales & Co for BBC One/ 2018
America's Most Unusual Festivals

1 x 53 min, HD

From the sort of strange to the just plain bizarre, America's Most Unusual Festivals explores the craziest annual celebrations that the USA has to offer. If you're lucky enough to be in the right place at the right time, you might just find yourself in a hunt for dangerous reptiles at the Rattlesnake Roundup in Texas or witnessing some egregious public nudity at Mooning Amtrak in California.

Moshman Productions / 2019

Colours of China

5 x 60 min, HD/4K

Colours of China explores the immense influence colours have on our lives, depending on culture, ethnicity and community. In China, there are five very specific colours resonating with meaning, right through every layer of traditional and modern life. Using these five profoundly influential colours as a guide, the series takes the audience on a visual and cultural journey, with each episode exploring a colour revealed in spectacular landscapes, in particular moods, seasons and regions relevant only to that colour.

Making Movies & Gebrüder Beetz Filmproduktion for ZDF, CICC & Arte

Hollywood's Dark Secret

1 x 60 min, HD

After decades of secrecy and cover ups voices that had long been silenced risked everything to share their shocking stories of abuse at the hands of some of the most powerful people in the world. Uncover the disturbing reality that is the casting couch.

Entertain Me Productions / 2019
**Love Me as I Am**
1 x 54 min, HD
Finding love is a tricky business at the best of times, but for young people with intellectual or learning disabilities, the challenges and stigma surrounding dating and relationships can be overwhelming. Straight-talking relationship coach, Liz Dore is on a mission to break the taboos surrounding love and relationships for all. We follow her as she helps six young people find love and acceptance on their own terms.
Southern Pictures for SBS Australia/ 2019

**Me Too: The Movement**
1 x 58 min, HD
Women around the world are breaking the silence. Taking to the streets and social media, in their millions. Demonstrating their anger at the deep rooted culture of sexual predation that has reached epidemic proportions. To understand the battles of today, delve into the historical fight for equality. Featuring analysis from leading feminists, and testimonies from Rose McGowan, Tippi Hedren, Dominique Huett, Kadian Noble and more.
Entertain Me Productions/ 2019

**Michael Jackson: Chase the Truth**
1 x 60 min, HD
Acquitted in life, back on trial after death. Michael Jackson: Chase The Truth takes an investigative look into the legal battles of the global superstar. Close friends, former staff and researchers paint an intimate portrait of Jackson’s complicated world and put allegations of sexual abuse under the microscope.
Entertain Me Productions/ 2019

**The Pool**
2 x 58 min, HD
*The Pool* is a prime-time blue-chip documentary series that looks at Australian identity through the prism of the pool. Whether it’s the backyard pool, community pools, ocean pools, Olympic pools or outback billabongs, unlike any other country Australians come together around the pool, in all its iterations.
Mint Pictures for ABC Australia/ 2019
Paradise Soldiers
1 x 60 min, HD
As far back as WWI, through Vietnam and up to present day, young Cook Islanders have served and sacrificed alongside New Zealand in military conflicts and combat. But their stories are largely untold. Paradise Soldiers celebrates their contribution, acknowledges their sacrifice and shares their personal stories.

Magnetic Pictures for TVNZ/2020
**NEW TITLES**

**CHERNOBYL HOUR BY HOUR**

*1 x 51 min, HD*

The accident at Chernobyl released at least 100 times more radiation than the atomic bombs dropped on Hiroshima and Nagasaki. Thousands of residents were displaced and an incalculable number of Europeans still hold the scars from what happened that disastrous night in Chernobyl.

The accident at Chernobyl changed the image of the Soviet Union & provided a grave reminder of the true power of nuclear energy. But was it the catalyst for the downfall of the Union? Find out, as we take you into the heart of the disaster and what went wrong, hour by hour.

Entertain Me Productions/ 2020

**LOOKY LOOKY HERE COMES COOKY**

*1 x 52 min, HD*

A fresh, funny and provocative look at the story of Captain Cook from a First Nations perspective, we debunk the myth that Cook "discovered" Australia.

*Looky Looky Here Comes Cooky* explores the spirituality, connection to country, resistance and survival of Australia’s indigenous peoples post colonisation.

Tamarind Tree Pictures and Roar Film for SBS & NITV/ 2020
**Bondi Forever**

*4 x 60 min/ HD*

*FORMAT AVAILABLE*

*Bondi Forever* is an entertaining and engaging journey from Bondi Beach’s past to its present, exploring the emergence of Bondi from a tranquil beachside suburb to one of the most recognised places on earth. Full of colourful characters and rich history, Bondi is no ordinary beach; over the years it has shaped Australia’s lifestyle, its culture and the way Australia is viewed as a nation throughout the world.

*RJMedia for National Geographic/ 2019*

---

**Grand Tours of Scotland’s Lochs**

*Series 3: 6 x 30 min, HD*

*Also available:*

*Series 1: 6 x 30 min/ 3 x 60 min, HD*

*Series 2: 6 x 30 min/ 3 x 60 min, HD*

*In this brand new series of Grand Tours of Scotland’s Lochs, Paul Murton goes on another Loch-hopping journey across the country, exploring the glittering watery jewels that adorn the Scottish landscape, travelling from the fresh water lochs of the Grampian mountains to the great sea lochs that penetrate Scotland’s coast. Paul uncovers the secrets of 21 lochs across the series, meets an engaging cast of characters – and experiences the glories and variety of the ever changing scene.*

*Tern TV for BBC One Scotland/ 2017 – 2019*

---

**The 1900 Island**

*4 x 60 min/ HD*

*FORMAT AVAILABLE*

*The 1900 Island* is a gritty and immersive modern day adventure. The living history series follows the fortunes of four modern day families as they head back over 100 years to the start of the 20th century to try their hand, living as a rural fishing community on the dramatic and wild tidal island of Llanddwyn in North-West Wales.

*Wildflame Productions for BBC/ 2019*
The Greatest Air Race
1 x 60 min, HD

The Greatest Air Race is presented and narrated by astronaut Andy Thomas as he embarks on a trans-continental journey to retell one of the world's greatest aviation stories. In 1919, four Australians became the first men to fly across the globe. They flew from London to Darwin in a rudimentary plane made of canvas, wire and wood, sitting in open cockpits with only a compass for navigation. They completed the 11,000 mile journey in 28 days.

All of Us Productions for SBS Australia/ 2019

Killing JFK
1 x 60 min, HD

John F Kennedy was one of America’s greatest presidents. But in November 1963, his life would come to a devastating end through the hands of an assassin. But who would kill one of the most popular presidents? Why was he a target? Join us as we investigate the life and career of JFK and ask the question: Who was really behind the killing of JFK?

Entertain Me Productions/ 2019

Outcast: The Persecution of the Huguenots
2 x 48 min/ 1 x 90 min, HD

In 1685, the French king Louis XIV triggered the persecution of the Huguenots, a French protestant minority religion, with one stroke of a pen. At the end of the 17th century after merciless persecution, more than 200,000 Huguenots fled to German principalities, England, the Netherlands or America. It is one of the largest flight movements of the early modern period. With their influence on the economy, science and culture, the Huguenots changed their host countries and left traces that can still be felt today.

Gebrueder Beetz Filmproduktion for ARTE, NDR, WDR, RBB Germany/ 2019
Food gourmet Michela Chiappa travels Wales to discover top secret family recipes, and the stories behind them. In each episode of this warm-hearted series, Michela spends time with a single family, combining great food with genealogy to reveal some tasty treats, as well as uncovering family folklore that even the families themselves don’t always know.

Wales & Co for BBC Wales/ 2020
NEW TITLES

**Veganism: Cooking for Tomorrow**
1 x 52 min, HD

Enrich your palette with some of the tastiest vegan dishes coming out of London with The Feel Good Cafe owner Idan Naor, social media superstar Clare Every (The Little London Vegan) and award winning vegan chef Brett Cobley. Fully immerse yourself in veganism and see what it’s like cooking for tomorrow.

Entertain Me Productions/ 2019

**Living Vegan**
1 x 69 min, HD

Living Vegan looks at five individuals who have embraced the vegan lifestyle. From their day to day lives and unique and powerful stories we look at why the vegan lifestyle is on the rise? Get an insight into the new revolution that is shaping the modern world and discover what it is like Living Vegan.

Entertain Me Productions/ 2019

**Appetite For Adventure!**

Series 1 - 13 x 26 min, HD
Series 2 – 13 x 22 min, HD/4K

Join series host and seafood enthusiast, Stephanie Harris-Uyidi, for a full season of shows as she travels to exotic locations to take on new adventures and creates fabulous pescatarian meals using local seafood and ingredients. She also does a bit of shopping along the way.

The Posh One Studios/ 2015 - 2019

**Cooking Hawaiian Style**
13 x 22 min, HD

Cooking Hawaiian Style is a cooking show sharing the true essence of what makes Hawaii so special and unique through food. What began as a simple concept focused on sharing recipes online, mostly to “expats” who were hungry for everything that reminded them of the flavours of home, is now an award winning TV show. The food series celebrates the richness of Hawaii’s culinary culture featuring Hawaiian and Hawaiian-style recipes from all ethnicities.

Hawaii Entertainment Group LLC for Lifestyle Network USA/ 2019

**My Market Kitchen**

Series 1: 90 x 30 min, HD
Series 2: 90 x 30 min, HD
Series 3: 60 x 30 min, HD

Best friends Emma Dean and Lynton Tapp collaborate in the My Market Kitchen studio to create their fresh, modern Australian cuisine. Foraging for the best ingredients from local producers and the Queen Victoria Market, Lynton and Emma transform simple produce into delicious meals to inspire the home cook.

Creative Media Productions for Network Ten Australia/ 2017 - 2019
Rory O’Connell: A Long Weekend In...
8 x 25 min, HD
Popular chef and food writer Rory O’Connell is enjoying the culture as well as the cuisine of eight European cities – Palma de Mallorca, Vienna, Lisbon, Madrid, Bath, Nantes, Copenhagen and Edinburgh.

This new eight part series sees Rory visiting a different city in each episode, and while the primary focus is on food, Rory is a knowledgeable guide to so much more, with art and design being particular interests of his.

At the end of each episode, Rory makes a delicious dish with the local produce which he sources on his travels.

In Production for RTE/ 2019

Somewhere South
6 x 60 min, HD
Host and award-winning chef Vivian Howard takes viewers on a culinary tour of the South through cross-cultural dishes that appear on every neighbour’s table.

With Somewhere South, Howard serves as both student and guide, exploring cross-cultural dishes through the professional and personal relationships she has with southerners of many backgrounds. Each episode explores the connectivity of a single dish, and the ways people of different identities interpret that dish while expressing the complex values, identities, and histories that make up the American South.

Markay Media for PBS/ 2020
LYNDEY MILAN

**Inside Lyndey’s Kitchen**
9 x 3-5 min, **HD**
2 x 28 min Celebrating Christmas, **HD**
Lyndey Milan shares her years of experience as cook, teacher, award-winning cookbook author and mother as she presents nine interstitials on how to cook. Along with her signature streamlined teaching style and fool-proof recipes Lyndey’s lessons are designed to capture the interest of novices and more experienced cooks alike. Lyndey’s Classic and Contemporary Christmas half hour episodes set the scene for a no-fuss Christmas feast with a series of foolproof recipes.

Produced by Flame Productions / 2011 & 2015

**Lyndey Milan’s Taste of Ireland**
8 x 26 min, **HD**
Join food and wine personality Lyndey Milan as she tastes her way across the Emerald Isle, enjoying fabulous food, majestic landscapes and intriguing culture. It’s the locals who illuminate the series, sweeping Lyndey through the cobbled streets and rolling pastures to discover Ireland’s best-kept secrets. Over eight episodes, Lyndey explores an Ireland unknown to many—rich in exciting produce and delicious food.

Flame Productions for Seven Network Australia / 2012
FESTIVAL ASIA TV PRIZA, SAPPORO 2012 - TV AWARD

**Lyndey & Blair’s Taste of Greece**
8 x 26 min, **HD**
Engaging mother and son duo Lyndey and Blair Milan embark on a unique epicurean road trip around Greece with servings of tantalizing food, a nod to history and myth, and a big slice of adventure. Come on this trip of a lifetime as they meet local characters and hear the stories of Greek culture told through the food they share.

Flame Productions for SBS TV Australia / 2011

**Lyndey Milan’s Moveable Feast**
8 x 24 min, **HD**
Culinary Queen Lyndey Milan and spice King Ian ‘Herbie’ Hemphill embark on a quirky road trip in “Edna”, a 1961 convertible EK Holden through some of the most stunning and celebrated food and wine regions of Australia. Along the way they find not only superb primary produce but the colourful characters who grow it. The fun ramps up when the contemporary recipes created are given a hit of spice.

Flame Productions for Seven Network Australia / 2012

**Lyndey Milan’s Baking Secrets**
6 x 25 min, **HD**
6 x 25 min Summer Baking Secrets, **HD**
Lyndey Milan’s Baking Secrets is jam-packed with mouth-watering, show-stopping baked goods - gorgeous occasion cakes, tarts, crumbles, pies and breads. If you can bake it, she can make it and tell you how to make every recipe a winner. The food reflects the brightness and joy of summer. Lyndey offers time-saving tips, secrets and personal insights every home baker can experience.

Flame Productions for Seven Network Australia / 2014 & 2016

**Lyndey & Herbie’s Taste of Australia**
16 x 26 min, **HD**
Join much-loved TV personality Lyndey Milan as she unearths characters, places, pastures and heroes and delivers a real Taste of Australia. Lyndey ventures from the foodie hot spots in capital cities, to sparkling oceans and all the way to the bush. Everything is on the menu and nothing is off limits as Lyndey showcases the backbone of a thriving Australian culinary culture.

Flame Productions for Seven Network Australia / 2014
2016 GOURMAND WORLD AWARDS - BEST FOOD TV SHOW
Travel & Adventure

Icemen: 200 Years in Antarctica
1 x 52 min, HD

Australian explorer Geoff Wilson attempts a Polar challenge that sees him travel further than any Polar explorers before him. In the process Geoff breaks records of distance, time and geographic place. The film captures the tragedy, the history and above all the extreme lengths to which humans will go to understand our unknown world. Amundsen, Scott, Shackleton, Mawson, Phillips, Ousland and Horn before Wilson all shared Polar pain in their own independent expeditions to explore the ice continent.

5th Element Expeditions for Curiosity Stream/ 2020
NEW TITLES

Greece with My Son
7 x 30 min, HD

Greece, a land of rich history, breath-taking scenery, beautiful people, and of course, delicious food. Australia’s home cook hero, Lyndey Milan is beyond excited to share her love of this wonderful country with her actor son, Blair Milan. Lyndey has organised to take Blair on a road trip through the Peloponnese to showcase first-hand all this captivating region has to offer.

The Milans both share a thirst for new experiences and will try anything once, and in an engaging blend of reality and lifestyle television Blair indulges in some adventurous shenanigans while Lyndey tutors him and enjoys the finer side of their travels.

Join this mother and son in what is much more than a family road trip, as they explore their interest in history and discover the magic behind great cuisine.

Passion Italy
6 x 30 min, HD

Passion Italy celebrates all the things Italy is known for art, architecture, performance, food, culture from the vantage point of a native, introducing viewers to local artisans and undiscovered places off the beaten path.

Holacanthus Film for APT/ 2020
RETURNING TITLES

The Hunters Club
Series 4: 10 x 60 min, HD
Also available:
Series 1: 9 x 25 min/1 x 48 min, HD
Series 2: 9 x 25 min/2 x 60 min, HD
Series 3: 10 x 60 min, HD

The Hunters Club features epic journeys into New Zealand’s pristine wilderness regions following a tight knit group of passionate hunters and outdoors men as they embark on often extreme adventures. These guys aren’t afraid to tackle the toughest challenges the sport has to offer, regularly risking life and limb to bring home the spoils of victory.

The latest series showcases hunting and outdoors action from the top to bottom of New Zealand with episodes filmed at the far flung Three Kings Island group off the tip of the North Island all the way down to remote Stewart Island.

The Hunters Club Ltd for Sky Sports & Prime NZ/2014 -2020

Overland
Series 21: 8 x 52 min, HD – Northern Europe
Also available in HD:
Series 12: 16 x 48 min - In the Heart of Black Africa
Series 13: 8 x 50 min - 25 Years along the Silk Roads
Series 14: 8 x 50 min – Caucasus, People and Cultures at the Crossroads of Europe and Asia
Series 15: 8 x 50 min – The North West of China
Series 16: 8 x 50 min – Bolivia and Peru
Series 17: 8 x 52 min – Extreme South-East Asia
Series 18: 9 x 52/1 x 115 min – Europe to Afghanistan
Series 19: 8 x 60 min – India
Series 20 – North & West Africa: 8 x 52 min, HD

Italy’s most popular adventure journey is returning with nine new episodes taking viewers North to Sweden, Iceland, Faroe Islands, Greenland, Denmark, Norway, Svalbard Islands and Finland. The series visits places that have always been covered with ice for most of the time and which year after year reveal first-hand the effects of Global Warming. The expedition team meets the people who face the problem on a daily basis and collects their stories.

Overland Network for RAI Italy/2011 - 2020
All Hands on Deck
3 x 60 min, HD

A new three-part series following hotelier and TV personality Francis Brennan as he sails the Baltic capitals on the 3,560-guest Regal Princess cruise ship. During each hour-long episode he gains an insight into what life is like for the ship’s 1,600 crew members by stepping into the shoes of three of the most senior on-board roles: Maître ‘D, Entertainment Director and General Manager.

Waddell media for RTE Ireland/ 2019

Big Fish Big Adventure
8 x 22 min, HD

Big Fish Big Adventure follows an exploration charter company ‘Big Cat Reality’ that caters to the desires of open-water fishing enthusiasts and adventure seekers. Introducing them to some of the most beautiful, still unexplored fishing destinations the world has to offer. More than just a fishing show, the series offers adventure, reveals Queensland’s long-lost maritime history, undersea life, the thrill of extreme fishing and ocean exploration.

David Quarrell Productions/ 2019
Celebrity Globetrotters
6 x 30 min, HD

Senator David Norris, writer Victoria Mary Clarke, Crystal Swing’s Derek Burke, singer Dana, comedienne Alison Spittle and Olympian David Gillick show us the highlights of Morocco in Celebrity Globetrotters, a new six part travel series. From the lofty Atlas Mountains to coastal Casablanca with stops in Rabat, Chefchaouen, Fez and Berber villages along the way, the celebrities take to the skies in a hot air balloon, haggle in the souks, enjoy traditional Moroccan cuisine and take part in local entertainment as they make their way through the kingdom.

Seeing Canada
Series 1: 6 x 26 min, HD/4K
Series 2: 6 x 26 min, HD/4K

Seeing Canada connects viewers to Canada’s iconic nature, thrilling adventures and unique, varied culture. Canadian journalist Brandy explores the vibrant cities, culinary delights, world-class attractions, unique characters and natural wonders of Canada. Through Brandy’s charm, sense of humour and adventurous spirit, the audience has a chance to learn something new about even the most familiar of destinations.

Brandy Y Productions/ 2017 – 2019

Seeing The USA
7 x 30 min, HD/4K

Experience The USA by embarking on adventurous voyages of discovery with Brandy Yanchyk. Seeing The USA will take you on an exciting journey through the vibrant cities, culinary delights, world-class attractions, unique characters and natural wonders of Alaska, Oregon, Utah, Nevada, Arizona, Hawaii and Louisiana.

Brandy Y Productions/ 2020
This Is Me showcases thirty two extraordinary kids aged 9 to 16 in five minute TV morsels. Each is a bite of lives shared candidly in their own words and from their own worlds. They might be super smart or amazingly sporty. They might have a head for robotics or a heart for culture. They might make stories, or pictures, or dream of a shiny future. This is Me gives a vibrant snapshot of childhood. Each story has a little drama, humour, adventure, energy, and wonder.

Air Pig Productions for ABC Australia/ 2016
Slime Time
1 x 70 min, HD
Get ready for Slime Time.....as it’s about to get messy! The slime craze has taken over the world. Thanks to the internet, people all over are able to share their love for this crazy new sensation and push their creativity to its limits.
Entertain Me Productions/ 2018

Slime with Talisa and Friends
1 x 51 min, HD
Talisa Tossel, our slime expert, is joined by some of her slime friends to bring you some great slime tips and tricks. Follow these step-by-step guides including special tips on how to make extra unique slime. Together you will mix a combination of fun, arts and crafts and science to create what is known as slime.
Entertain Me/ 2019

#Beasts
40 x 10 min, HD/4K
A series of short programs counting down the world’s most dangerous animals.
From the most poisonous, to the strongest and cleverest creatures on the planet. We’ll get to know the world’s most cunning animals and those who’ll frighten even the toughest hunters. Rammed full of feline facts, each show is a mix of the most astonishing animal clips from around the world with cheeky voiceover and dynamic graphics to entertain and educate our young viewers with a glimpse of the most awesome animals in the world!
Wildflame for S4C/ 2019

Molly and Mack
20 x 15 min, HD
Molly spends her summer with her big brother Mack on his toy stall. They share adventures together in the market with the warm, funny, loving community who work there.
BBC for Cbeebies/ 2019
Sport

Bare Knuckle Boxing

6 x Live events to resume in October 2020
10+ previously recorded events
120+ bouts
50+ hours of supporting content

The oldest combat sport in the world has a new home and an exhilarating new look. From the pubs and back alleys of London to Wembley and the 02 Arena, BKB & Flame Media bring this intensely exciting purist combat sport into the mainstream where it belongs. Six events per year, 10 fights per event, 150 professional fighters.

Every fan of combat sport needs to tune in to a Bare Knuckle Boxing event and immerse themselves in the spine tingling, adrenaline pumping atmosphere. Viewers will be hooked.

Live broadcast available in all territories with 100+ previously filmed fights available and a back catalogue including weigh-ins, pre & post-match interviews, origin stories and more.

Ubbad Promotions/ BKB
Richard Leplastrier: Framing the View
1 x 73 min, HD
An intimate portrait of seminal Australian architect Richard Leplastrier. Filmed over 15 years the documentary explores his life, his influences and his built works. This exclusive profile depicts the revered but private architect as he designs and builds a house in the Blue Mountains. Featuring ground-breaking houses and visits to Kyoto and the Sydney Opera House, this powerful portrait reveals an influential figure in Australian architecture.
Mitra Films for ABC Australia/2020
Frank Lloyd Wright: The Man Who Built America
1 x 60 min, HD
Exploring Frank Lloyd Wright’s extraordinary life, works and legacy, The Man Who Built America unpacks eight of his most famous buildings, showing how his revolutionary ideas transformed architecture in America and around the world. This cinematic and breathtaking documentary shows Frank Lloyd Wright to be America’s national architect - a poet of concrete, glass and steel.
Wildflame Productions for BBC UK/ 2017

The Story of Irish Street Art
1 x 50 min, HD
This documentary gives a snapshot of modern Ireland through the lens of street art. In recent years Ireland has seen an explosion in street art along with enormous social change. This film explores the street art scene, from humble beginnings projecting political murals on Belfast’s walls to today’s superstar artists and their influence over modern Ireland.
Ronin Films for RTE/ 2019
The Love Experiment
Can 36 questions make two complete strangers fall in love?
Humans crave connection. Yet almost 50% of our daily interaction is now with a screen. Social isolation is a growing health epidemic. A third of marriages still end in divorce. And the world at large remains in conflict, unable to find common ground.

What if one social experiment could solve it all?
In The Love Experiment format, we attempt to reconnect the world in an authentic way: via an uplifting social experiment – with a basis in hard science. Introducing the travelling laboratory that invites single strangers, estranged couples and total opposites to bear their souls to one another.

Media Stockade for RTBF Belgium, Via Channel South Africa & RTE Ireland
The 1900 Island
The living history series follows the fortunes of four modern day families as they head back over 100 years to the start of the 20th century to try their hand, living as a rural fishing community on the dramatic and wild tidal island of Llanddwyn in North-West Wales.
Wildflame Productions for BBC

24 Hours: Police
24 Hours: Police compares frontline policing on the violent angry streets of four international cities. Police are filmed in action in the same 24 hour period in these cities on the worst night of the week. Witness first-hand what life is really like for police and see the differences between policing methods and overall crime statistics in each city.
Razor Films for TV3 New Zealand

Danger Dogs
At this top dog training academy rescue dogs are given a second chance and are put through a rigorous training routine to prepare for life as an elite canine – protecting society from drugs and explosives. The series follows the dogs and their handlers through the highs and lows of their journey to see if they have what it takes to be Danger Dogs.
Barefoot Rascals Ltd for ITV Wales

The Commute
Ten Cars, ten journeys. What do people really talk about in cars? The Commute takes the mundanity of the morning journey and uses it to delve into daily conversations. The intimate fixed-rig format captures sibling squabbles, political debates and road-rage tantrums as cars up and down the country make their way to school, work and morning appointments. It also results in a strong array of entertaining debate as contributors react and discuss world events and news.
Weddell Media for BBC and TG4

Daniel & Majella’s B&B Roadtrip
In a different take on the travel show, Daniel O’Donnell and his wife Majella take a unique tour of Ireland staying only in B&B accommodation and getting to know different areas through interaction with their hosts’ families and friends.
Vision Independent Productions for UTV Limited

Doctor in the House
A crusading medical team make the ultimate house call to challenge a household to wake up to the health threats in their future. Each episode, they follow one household everywhere. In an emotive intervention the doctors reveal in graphic detail the worst case scenarios, connecting the dots between their daily behaviours and the impact on their health.
Independent Pictures for TV3 Ireland
Does It Fart?

Does It Fart? is a fun-meets-science kids series that investigates all the amazing creatures in our world who pass gas, by bringing together science, entertainment, and humour to provide one smell of a good time.

Yellow Bear Studios for CBC Canada

Drag Heals

Drag Heals follows men who have always dreamed of letting their inner drag queen out as they undergo a ten-week course culminating in a public show.

Border2Border Entertainment for OUT TV

The Entrepreneurs

Follows the fortunes of a group of young would-be entrepreneurs as they try to defy the downturn and start up their own businesses.

TVI Vision for BBC Two

Get Growing

Popular gardening guru Lynda Hallinan and DIY expert and professional landscape designer Justin Newcombe inspire you to turn your outdoor living spaces into something special for friends and family to enjoy.

Top Shelf Productions for Choice TV New Zealand

Heritage Rescue

Each week the Heritage Rescue team tackle a museum or historic site in need of help, spending five days getting local management and volunteers organised, creating new exhibits and discovering fascinating stories behind their artefacts.

Top Shelf Productions for Choice TV NZ
**Project Planet**

Five young “Waste Warriors”, recruited from three very different schools are ready to take up the challenge to save the earth. Together with their classmates and communities they transform their schools’ relationships with the environment – forever.

*Emerald Films & Metamorflix for ABC Australia*

---

**John Lonergan’s Circus**

Former prison governor John Lonergan has a rather unique way of working with young people from disadvantaged communities. His group spends two days a week with the Belfast Community Circus School with the aim of transforming their lives through the power of circus arts and street theatre.

*Independent Pictures for RTE Ireland*

---

**Mind Over Money**

Distilling forty years of research, *Mind Over Money* mixes social experiment, psychological insight and interviews with real people trying to get to grips with their Money Personalities, along with simple tricks we can all use to be better with money.

*Ruckus Media for TVNZ*

---

**Run For Your Life**

Welsh rugby legend Gareth ‘Alfie’ Thomas is giving himself just 16 weeks to train 100 first-time runners to compete in the Cardiff Half Marathon. Can ‘Alfie’s Angels’ overcome personal heartaches and pain barriers as they face challenges on the road to the half marathon starting pistol?

*Wales & Co Media for BBC Wales*

---

**Redesign My Brain**

TV personality Todd Sampson is on a quest for a better brain. He puts brain training to the test as he undergoes a radical brain makeover in a documentary series on the revolutionary new science of neuroplasticity. In other words, with specific training, anyone can become smarter, increase their memory capacity, and reverse mental aging. Sampson puts that premise to the test, as over the course of three months he undertakes a scientifically endorsed training program to turn his ordinary brain into a “super-brain”. This unique, transformative and interactive experience ended up as one of the most watched Australian science documentary series.

*Mindful Media for ABC Australia*

---

**Mind Over Money**

Distilling forty years of research, *Mind Over Money* mixes social experiment, psychological insight and interviews with real people trying to get to grips with their Money Personalities, along with simple tricks we can all use to be better with money.

*Ruckus Media for TVNZ*